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The reoent oommunioation' oonoerning the transitory edatenoe of a dinethyl derivative 

of I thieno[3.&lthiophene, prompts us to record the results of a self consistent field 

Pariser-Parr-Pople, 2~3 oaloulation of the pi eleotronio structure of this ooupound. For 

some time now we have been investigting theoretically the eleotronio spectra' and reaotivity 

of the isomeric thienothiophenes (II - IV) and the recent report of the synthesis of 

thieno[J.bblthiophane (VI)5 led us to consider possible synthetic routes for the synthesis 

of I the remaining unsynthesired thienothiophene. 

I II 

This compound IS of considerable interest sinoe 

it either involve oharge separation or a double 

this does not mean that the bonding involved in 

than that in 00mp0una8 (II - IV).~ 

III N 

resonance structures which may be drawn for 

bona to a sulphur atom, howevar a priori 

this compound is any different in nature 

As a preliminary to attempts to synthesiee I we thought it worthwhile to investigate 

theoretically the pi electronic structure , in the hope that this would provide us with 

information relevant to the synthesis of this compounb In the event this proved to be the 

oase and the information derived from these calculations led us to abandon attempts to 

synthesise it. 

The caloulations were carried out using the PPP SCF MO method Full details of the 

parameters used and the method of calculation will be published elsewhere but it my be 
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mentioned that the method gives a good aooount of the heat of formation =a reactivity of 

thiophene Ed the iSOllWd.0 thienothiophemes.7 Cdy the 3ppI orbital8 were considered for 

8,9,10 the sulphur atoma, sinoe add.i~a Pople-Se8al typeSCF aalaulationswhiohneha~e 

oarriea out on thiophene 11 
inoluding all Vale~~oe eleofrom and 3s, 3p, 3d, 4s and 4p orbitals 

on sulphur, indioate that aa far as the total energy of the mleoule is oonoerned the 

Jd, 4s and 4p orbitala have a negligible effect. For the oalaulation, the C-S bona lengths 

and C-8-C bond angles were taken to be those on thlophene. ‘* (1*7ld, 92'). All Cd bonda 

lengths were taken to be the mme (I*&) the average of the bond length8 in thiophene 

ana II.‘*~‘~ 

Table I &ows the oaloulated eigenvalues for thieno[3&okhiophene. 

Table I 

OrbitalNumbm l%Imrm(ineY~ 

a **log 

7 0.5075 

6 -**oga 

5 -7’756 

4 -IO*463 

3 -IO*525 

r -12’021 

1 -13*145 

The intereatting feature here is the rmsllenergy &ap between orbital6 5 and 6. The 

2 
loweat ekmrgy dnglet state oorreqonda to ,* 2 32 4’ 52. The lowest enmgytriplet 

atate oorresponds to ,* 2* 3* 4* 5 6 
ma the lower eleotron rep&don energy for this 

at&e wre timn off~~etr the exoitation energy of an eleotron iror 5 to 6 end the pound 

state of the mleoule ia therefore prediotedto be a triplet O*ll ev below the lowed 

singlet state. hen mDre revealiag of the ohed.aal. nature of this oeund is ita relative 

hat of forwationwith respeottothe otherieo~~(11 -IV). Thin ia ahown inTable 2. 
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Table 2 7 

Calculated differences in E rBonding in ev for the iaomeric thienothiophenes 

compound Difference in R, Bondin in ev 

II Thieno[3,2bjthiophene / 0 

III Thieno[2.3blthiophene o-054 

IV Thieno[J.bbJthiophene 0.313 

I Thieno[3.&Ithiophene 2'000 

Thieno[3&lthiophene is predicted to be 46 Kcals less stable in a therrmdynamic 

sense than II thienoCJ.2bjthiophene. The prediction of a triplet ground state, together 

with the large difference in thernxdynamic stability with respect to the l qlassicalg 

thienothiopheums (II - IV) is entirely consistent with the evidence presented by Cava and 

Pollaok,' and aooounts for the transitory existence and facile addition reaotions of the 

dimethyl derivative of I. 
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